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ABSTRACT
MUFASA, LUCAS ARNANRA GALANG. (2020). Ralph’s Motivation for
Obtaining a Medal in Jennifer Lee’s Wreck-It Ralph. Yogyakarta: Department of
English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Universitas Sanata Dharma.
Wreck-It Ralph is a Disney movie about Ralph who is a villain in an arcade
video game called Fix-it Felix. The story begins when Ralph is “going Turbo”. “Going
Turbo” means doing illegal action by jumping into other arcade game to do a certain
purpose. In the movie, Ralph is “going Turbo” in order to obtain a medal. This
motivation for obtaining a medal appears because of the conflicts he experiences. Seen
from the psychological perspective, this motivation is the attempt to fulfill the needs.
There are three objectives in order to conduct the analysis. The first is to
describe the characterization of Ralph and the conflicts he experiences. The second is
to find the ways how the conflicts experienced by Ralph influence his motivation for
obtaining a medal. The third is to reveal the needs Ralph tries to fulfill in his motivation
for obtaining a medal as seen from Abraham H. Maslow‘s Hierarchy of Needs.
Psychological approach is used since it studies the motivation of a character.
Library research method is applied in this study. The main data were collected from
the movie Wreck-It Ralph (2012) and its movie script which was written by Jennifer
Lee. Articles in books and internet are also used to support the analysis. There are four
theories applied; theory of character and characterization, theory of conflict, theory of
motivation, and theory of needs by Abraham H. Maslow.
Ralph has characteristics such as strong, humble, generous, and loyal and he
experiences two kinds of conflicts; internal and external conflict. The internal conflict
is the clash between his idea of being a bad guy because of his destiny and his idea of
being a good guy. While the external conflict is the clash between the way Ralph
regards people who have the destiny as villains and the way the Nicelanders’ regard
people who have the destiny as villains. These conflicts lead to the appearance of the
things that trigger Ralph’s motivation for obtaining a medal; intrinsic and extrinsic. His
intrinsic motivation is self-discovery and his extrinsic motivations are getting rid of
loneliness and tearing down the Nicelander’s doctrine toward villains. According to
Abraham H. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, Ralph’s motivation appears because he has
the urge to fulfill safety, love/belonging, esteem, and self-actualization need.
Key words: motivation, conflict, hierarchy of needs, Disney
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ABSTRAK
MUFASA, LUCAS ARNANRA GALANG. (2020). Ralph’s Motivation for
Obtaining a Medal in Jenifer Lee’s Wreck-It Ralph. Yogyakarta: Program Studi
Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma.
Wreck-It Ralph adalah film Disney tentang penjahat bernama Ralph dalam
video gim Fix-It Felix. Cerita bermula saat Ralph melakukan “going Turbo”. “Going
Turbo” berarti melakukan aksi illegal dengan cara melompat ke video gim arcade lain.
Dalam film, Ralph melakukan “going Turbo” dengan tujuan untuk mendapatkan
sebuah medali. Motivasi untuk mendapatkan medali ini muncul karena konflik-konflik
yang ia alami. Dilihat dari perspektif psikologi, motivasi ini merupakan percobaan
untuk memenuhi apa yang disebut dengan “needs” (kebutuhan).
Terdapat tiga tujuan untuk melakukan penelitian ini. Tujuan pertama
bermaksud mendeskripsikan karakterisasi Ralph beserta konflik-konflik yang ia alami.
Tujuan kedua bermaksud menemukan bagaimana konflik-konflik yang Ralph alami
dapat memengaruhi motivasinya untuk mendapatkan sebuah medali. Tujuan ketiga
bermaksud untuk mengungkapkan “needs” (kebutuhan) yang Ralph coba penuhi dalam
motivasinya untuk mendapatkan sebuah medali dilihat dari Hierarchy of Needs milik
Abraham H. Maslow.
Pendekatan psikologi diterapkan pada penelitian ini karena penelitian ini
mempelajari tentang motivasi suatu karakter. Metode data pustaka digunakan pada
penelitian ini. Data utama diperoleh dari film Wreck-It Ralph (2012) beserta naskah
yang ditulis oleh Jenifer Lee. Artikel-artikel yang terdapat pada buku-buku dan internet
juga digunakan untuk mendukung analisis. Terdapat empat teori yang digunakan pada
penelitian ini: teori karakter dan karakterisasi, teori konflik, teori motivasi, dan teori
kebutuhan oleh Abraham H. Maslow.
Ralph memiliki karakteristik yang kuat, rendah hati, dermawan, dan setia serta
ia mengalami dua macam konflik; internal dan eksternal. Konflik internalnya adalah
pertikaian antara pendapatnya mengenai orang jahat karena takdirnya sebagai penjahat
dengan pendapatnya mengenai orang baik. Sedangkan konflik eksternalnya adalah
pertikaian antara gagasan Ralph dengan gagasan para Nicelander mengenai orangorang yang ditakdirkan sebagai penjahat. Konflik-Konflik ini merujuk pada munculnya
hal-hal yang memicu motivasi Ralph untuk mendapatkan sebuah medali; intrinsik dan
ekstrinsik. Motivasi intrinsiknya adalah penemuan jati diri dan motivasi ekstrinsiknya
adalah menyingkir dari rasa kesepian dan merobohkan doktrin tentang penjahat dari
para Nicelander. Menurut Hierarchy of Needs milik Abraham H. Maslow, motivasi
Ralph muncul karena Ia berusaha memenuhi kebutuhan safety, love/belonging, esteem
dan self-actualization.
Kata kunci: motivation, conflict, hierarchy of needs, Disney
xiv
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study
Literature exists because human has the ability to express what is inside the
heart and thought. Literary works are created in order to be shared with others and to
tell people what happens inside ones’ hearts and brains. According to Roberts and
Jacobs, literature is written or spoken arrangements which have the intention to tell
feelings and thoughts in the shape of stories so that it can entertain and widen people’s
mind. (1989, p. 1). Based on this definition, literature does not refer to mere written
stuff such as receipt, memo and activity list but works of art which have noble purpose.
Literature has the power to develop people’s personality through its stimulating stories.
Robert and Jacobs state that
Literature helps us develop mature sensibility and compassion for the condition
of all living things──human, animal and vegetable; it gives us the knowledge
and perception needed to appreciate the beauty of order and arrangement, just
as well structured song or a beautifully done painting can; it provides the
comparative basis from which we can see worthiness in the aims of all people,
and it therefore helps us see the beauty in the world around us; it exercise our
emotions through interest, concern, tension, excitement, hope, fear, regret,
laughter, and sympathy (1989, p. 2).
It can be said from the quotation above that literature is not just negligible written or
spoken works, but it is made for the sake of a better humanity. Literary works are works
of art made with honorable purposes, not unintentionally made with inconsequential
ways.

1
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A movie is a kind of art work which adapts the story of a literary work; it can
be a novel or a drama. A movie uses a modern way of storytelling; it uses the
technology of recorded moving pictures which then will be shown in the form of video.
Since a movie needs electronic devices to be perceived, it cannot be included as one
kind of literary work but still, a movie needs a literary work to be made; movie depends
on the script being followed. A movie script is a similar literary work to a drama script;
it is, as stated by Roberts and Jacobs, “a kind of literature which meant to be performed
by actors” (1989, pp. 2, 3). A movie script is also performed by actors, not only real
actors, but can be animated actors like in Wreck-It Ralph since it is a 3D computeranimated movie.
Actor is the character in a movie, and character is one of the most important
elements in any kind of story. McCarthy states
The main character is the focus and, therefore, the force that moves the story
along. Without an understanding to the main character’s personality and
growth, a story can be meaningless to the reader (2000, p. 11).
The statement tells that the character’s growth is the thing that makes a story
meaningful; one will not be able to follow the story without comprehending the
character’s development. Character development happens when the behavior changes
gradually because the character is experiencing conflicts and this behavior
transformation is triggered because of motivation. Abrams (1993) stated in his book
that “The grounds in the character temperament, desire, and moral nature for their
speech and actions are called their motivation.” (p. 23). Therefore, recognizing the
motivation of the character is one way to follow and feel the tale being told so that the
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story becomes meaningful and the purpose of the author is conducted perfectly into
mind.
This study analyzes a movie entitled Wreck-It Ralph which is directed by Rich
Moore and published by Walt Disney Animation Studios. The movie draws the writer’s
interest because it portrays the desire of the main character to obtain a medal. The story
takes place in a world of arcade video game center with Ralph as the protagonist of the
movie. Fix-it Felix is the name of the arcade video game where Ralph lives. Fix-it Felix
is a game about a handyman called Felix who has a magical hammer that is able to fix
any broken stuff with only a single blow. His job is to fix the building whenever Ralph,
the villain of the game, launches his attack toward the Nicelanders’ tower. This plot of
the game brings sorrow to Ralph; he is regarded as a bad person and no one in the
arcade game wants to befriend him despite the fact that his role as a villain is just his
“duty”, not his will. Unable to hold his feeling, Ralph demands the same treatment as
Felix. Unfortunately, the Nicelanders refuse to grant his request unless he has a medal.
The medal here is like a doctrine, like what Gene says in the movie,
GENE
Now you’re just being ridiculous; only good guys win medals, and you sir are
no good guy
(Lee, 2012, p. 16).
The quotation clearly explains the doctrine towards villains that villains are truly bad
guys since they are not able to achieve any medal. Because of this condition, Ralph
illegally jumps into another arcade game, which is dangerous for him, just to obtain a
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medal since it is impossible to achieve one in his own home. This action of jumping
into another arcade game is called by the phrase “going Turbo”.
Petri (1981) states that “motivation is the concept we use when we describe the
force acting on or within an organism to initiate and direct behavior”. This research
focuses on analyzing the motivation of Ralph for obtaining a medal because the
researcher believes that by comprehending Ralph’s motivation, he is able to tell people
that there is always a logical explanation behind every action..
B. Problem Formulation
The research tries to discover the motivation of Ralph. Therefore, the research
problems are formulated as follows:
1.

How are Ralph and his conflicts presented in the story?

2.

How do Ralph’s conflicts influence his motivation to obtain a medal?

3.

What needs are revealed in Ralph’s motivation to obtain a medal?

C. Objectives of the Study
The aim of this study focuses on the motivation of Ralph for obtaining a medal.
There are three objectives to answer the problem formulation which has been stated
before. The first objective is to describe Ralph as well as his conflicts. The second is
to identify the influence of Ralph’s conflicts towards the birth of his motivation for
obtaining a medal. The last objective is to reveal the needs in Ralph’s motivation to
obtain a medal according to Hierarchy of Needs by Abraham Maslow.
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D. Definition of Terms
In this research, it is important to clarify some terms to avoid misunderstanding.
There are three terms explained in this part of the study; they are character, conflict,
and motivation.
The first term is character. Abrams (1993) defines characters as the persons
who express their emotions through dialogues and actions. He states in his book,
Characters are the persons presented in a dramatic or narrative work, who are
interpreted by the reader as being endowed with moral, dispositional, and
emotional qualities that are expressed in what they say─the dialogue─and by
what they do─the action (p. 23).
Based on that definition, Ralph from Wreck-It Ralph is qualified as the focus of the
study since he is endowed with moral, dispositional and emotional qualities which are
expressed in his dialogues and actions.
The second term is conflict. According to Roberts and Jacobs (1989, p. 99),
conflict is the opposition of two people or larger groups; it is also possible for an
individual against a larger forces like natural objects, ideas, modes of behaviour, public
opinion, and the like. In this research, there are two kinds of conflict described: the
internal conflict and external conflict of Ralph. The internal conflict happens inside
Ralph’s mind while the external conflict happens between Ralph and the Nicelanders,
as well as the medal doctrine which makes him labelled as a bad guy. Psychological
perspective is needed to avoid misunderstanding of the definition since the research
applies psychological approach. Seen from the psychological perspective stated by
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Andreas Sofroniou (2015), conflict is “the arousal of two or more strong motives that
cannot be solved together”. (p. 161)
The last and the third term is motivation. Petri (1981) defines motivation as
“explanatory concept that is used to make sense out of the behaviour” (p. 4). According
to Petri’s definition, behaviours occur because of the motivation, the thing that pushes
someone to do such actions. According to psychologist Dennis Coon (1983),
motivation is “the dynamics of behaviour, the process of initiating, sustaining, and
directing activities of the organism” (p. 170). Based on this definition, this research
focuses on describing Ralph’s dynamics behaviour in order to obtain a medal caused
by the conflict He experiences.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A. Review of Related Studies
The objectives of this research are concerned with the topic of motivation and
needs of Ralph, the main character in a movie entitled Wreck-It Ralph, to obtain a
medal. Therefore, the writer provides and reviews three similar studies related to this
topic. They are entitled Wanderer’s Motivation to Live with Human in Stephanie
Meyer’s The Host, written by Brilyan Nilam Pratiwi in 2014; A Main Character
Analysis of “Ralph” in Wreck-It Ralph Film Using Hierarchy of Human Needs by
Abraham H. Maslow, written by Nurul Haifa in 2015; and Ralph’s Dualism as Seen in
“Wreck-It Ralph, written by Dian Marhamah in 2017.
1. Brilyan Nilam Pratiwi’s Wanderer’s Motivation to Live with Human in Stephanie
Meyer’s The Host (2014)
This study analyzes the motivation of a character named Wanderer in a novel
entitled The Host. It is found that psychological approach is applied since it is a study
of behavior (p. 17). In order to comprehend the character, Pratiwi uses theory of
character and characterization and theory of conflict. The data and theories are obtained
through library research, both from printed sources and internet articles. This study has
two main sources which are the novel itself and experts’ books such as An Introduction
to Fiction by Robert Stanton, and Perrine’s Literature: Structure, Sound, and Sense,
Tenth Edition by Thomas R. (p. 19). Pratiwi finds the motivation of Wanderer to live
7
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with human by connecting her characteristics and conflicts with Maslow’s theory of
needs.
According to these facts, Wanderer’s Motivation to Live with Human is similar
to the present research since both use the same approach, theories and method of the
study. The only thing that distinguishes them is the object of the study. One studies a
novel entitled The Host, while the other studies a movie entitled Wreck-It Ralph.
2. Nurul Haifa’s Thesis A Main Character Analysis of “Ralph” in Wreck-It Ralph
Film Using Hierarchy of Human Needs by Abraham H. Maslow (2015)
The study analyzes the needs of Ralph in order to fulfill his esteem needs
according to Abraham H. Maslow’s theory. A qualitative research is applied to conduct
the research since the data collection is done by understanding the film and reading
journals or articles. Haifa uses descriptive analysis technique since she analyzes the
data by the description of Ralph’s characteristics and characterization in Wreck-It
Ralph movie (p. 5). In the conclusion, Haifa states that a human, who is represented by
Ralph in the movie, cannot get perfection of life when he has not fulfilled his needs yet
(p. 31).
Haifa’s research is similar to this current research since both of them analyze
the main character of the same movie. The difference between her research and this
present research is Haifa’s research focuses on Ralph’s characteristics, while this
research focuses on the emergence of Ralph’s motivation because of his conflicts.
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3. Dian Marhamah’s Thesis Ralph’s Dualism as Seen in “Wreck-It Ralph” Movie
(2017)
The study analyzes the significance of the dualism in Ralph in the Wreck-It
Ralph movie according to binary opposition theory (p. 7). A qualitative research is
applied to conduct the research since the data collection is done by understanding the
film and reading journals or articles. In the conclusion, Marhamah mentions that there
is dualism in Ralph; the reality from Wreck-It Ralph movie is influenced by his
environment, while the hyper-reality happens because it is his nature characterization
that is invented for the game (p. 60).
This present research is similar to Marhamah’s research in a way that it also
analyzes Ralph as the main character of Wreck-It Ralph. However, there is a difference
in the theory; Marhamah uses binary opposition theory which is not used in this
present research. Furthermore, Marhamah focuses on the significance of the dualism
of Ralph while the present research focuses on the motivation of Ralph for obtaining
a medal.
B. Review of Related Theories
Theories are required in conducting a research to support the analysis. The
present research aims to find the motivation of a character in a movie. Thus, the writer
utilizes the theory of character and characterization to describe Ralph, theory of conflict
to identify the conflicts that Ralph faces which then leads him to do his actions in order
to obtain a medal, and theory of motivation to identify Ralph’s true reason for his
struggle to obtain a medal. The theory of motivation includes the intrinsic and extrinsic
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motivation theory by Karen Huffman and the theory of needs by Abraham H. Maslow.
Huffman’s theory is used to identify Ralph’s true motivation by relating it to the
conflicts he experiences, while Maslow’s theory is used to analyze what kinds of need
Ralph tries to fulfill according to his motivation.
1. Theory of Character and Characterization
In order to answer the problems that have been formulated before, theory of
character and characterization is required besides the theory of conflict to answer the
first problem: how are Ralph and his conflicts presented in the story? In this research,
the theory of character and characterization is important to analyze how Ralph as the
main character is described in Wreck-It Ralph.
In A Glossary of Literary Terms, Abrams states that character is divided into
two categories; major and minor. A major character is the one who appears in the whole
story. In other words, a major character is the focus of the story. On the other hand, a
minor characters is the supporting character who has less important role towards the
story than the main character, but is needed to make sure the main character’s
development goes on its way (1993, p. 20). In Wreck-It Ralph, Ralph has the role as
the main character; therefore, he becomes the focus of the study.
According to Perrine, the author of a story is able to present the characters either
directly or indirectly (1974, pp. 68-69). Presenting a character directly means that the
author tells the audience about the characters straight out using sentences or narrations
if it is a movie, while indirectly means that the characterization is portrayed by the
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characters themselves; how the talk and how they act. Simply put, the characterization
is described by the behavior of the character.
Murphy (1972) classifies the description of character into several categories
(pp. 162-171), they are:
a. Personal Description
Physical appearance is the description of the character’s personality. How a
character looks like describes the personality, for example the hair, the face, the body,
and the other particular physical condition. For example, a pointed moustache indicates
an evil personality of a character.
b. Character as Seen by Another
Another character’s description about the character is one of the ways how the
author describes a character. Usually, another character describes what they think about
the character’s personality, whether it is the physical appearance, the behavior, and so
on.
c. Speech
The character itself is the one who describes the personality to the reader by in
an indirect way. The character gives clues about his or her personality through
conversations with other characters.
d. Past Life
The past life of the character provides important information of the personality
to the reader because it may contain the experience of the character. The reader is able
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to know what the character has been through by knowing the past life of the character;
how their life was, and how was the reaction of the character facing that life.
e. Conversation with Others
The way how the character interacts with other characters is itself the
description of the character’s personality.
f. Reaction
The responses of other characters towards an action which is done by the
character can be the description of the character’s personality. There occur different
interpretations between the other characters and they show the personality of the
character.
Besides Murphy’s theory of characterization, the researcher also uses Boggs &
Petrie’s theory to supplement the analysis of Ralph in the movie script. Boggs & Petrie
divide character analysis into eight categories; characterization by appearance,
characterization through dialogue, character through external action, character through
internal action, characterization by reactions of other characters, characterization by
contrast, characterization by exaggeration or repetition, and characterization through
choice of name (1978, pp. 43-50). Some of the categories may have similarities with
Murphy’s theory. However, they are used in order to get a perfect result for the analysis.
a. Characterization by Appearance
People will make certain assumptions about the character being displayed on
the screen based on the facial features, dress, physical build, mannerisms, and the way
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they move. The characterization is revealed instantaneously by the audience’s first
impression of the character.
b. Characterization through Dialogue
Characters usually reveal their characterization by what they say but it is
possible to reveal the characterization by how they say their words. The stress, pitch,
and pause patterns become the clue to the audience to analyze the characterization.
c. Characterization through External Action
The actions taken by the character determines the personality of the character.
Any action can grow naturally out of the character’s personality if there is clear
relationship between the character and the action. For example, if a character has a kind
heart, there is small chance for the character to do bad actions.
d. Characterization through Internal Action
The ‘inner Action’ of a character can also determine the personality of the
character. The inner actions usually happen in the mind of the character such as secrets,
thoughts, daydreams, aspirations, memories, fears, and fantasies. This kind of
characterization needs a deep comprehension since internal action describes the
characterization in indirect ways. Boggs and Petrie stated that a character can be an
interesting character if the audience is able to comprehend the thought of the character
even if the author does not mention it straight-out.
e. Characterization by Reactions of Other Characters
Other characters’ point of view towards a person is possible to determine the
person’s characterization. This characterization may occur in both monologues and
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dialogues of other characters. It provides information about the person even if the
person has not been displayed on screen.
f. Characterization by Contrast
A dramatic foil is often used in characterization. It is the use of contrasting
characters which are opposite to the main character for the purpose of emphasizing the
main character’s personality.
g. Characterization by Exaggeration or Repetition
Characterization can be revealed by the way character exaggerates and repeats
certain features such as habitual movement and accent. In cartoon art, this technique is
called caricature and of course it is possible for a screenplay or drama to use this
technique to clarify the characterization.
h. Characterization through Choice of Name
The name of a character can also determine the characterization as long as it
has meaning, qualities of sound, or connotation.
Since the study analyses the movie script and the screenplay (movie file
format), film-making theory is also used to analyze Ralph from the screenplay. Filmmaking technique includes cinematography, as stated by Barsam (2007), it is “the
process of capturing moving images on film or some other medium” (p. 140).
Compared to painting which uses paint and brush to create an art, cinematography uses
camera. The way how the camera moves, the angles, and the heights determine the art
of the movie. Film-making technique also includes mise-en-scene. It is a French phrase
which means staging or putting on an action or scene (p. 92). This technique has two
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major visual components, they are design and composition. As stated by Barsam,
design is “the process by which the look of the settings, props lighting, and actors is
determined” while composition is “the organization distribution, balance and general
relationship of actors and objects within the space of each shot”.
Those theories are suitable to analyze Ralph in the movie. By using those
theories, the researcher is able to understand the character deeply.

2. Theory of Conflict
Arp and Johnson (2009) define conflict as a clash of actions, ideas, desires, or
wills which can happen between two persons, a person against a group, a person against
environment, or a person against himself or herself (p. 104). Arp and Johnson divide
conflict into two kinds of conflict; the first is internal conflict which happens inside
one’s own mind, and the second is external conflict which happens between a person
and the external forces such as physical nature, society, or fate.

3. Theory of Motivation
Theory of motivation is used to analyze the true reason why Ralph does his
actions just to obtain a medal.
According to Karen Huffman, motivation can be divided into two: intrinsic and
extrinsic. In order to explain them, Huffman, K. Vorney and J. Vorney (1997) state
Intrinsic motivation is the desire to perform an act for its own sake in an
individual. There is no external influence on the intrinsic motivation. To be
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distinguished from intrinsic one extrinsic motivation is more like a desire to
perform an act because of external reward or avoidance of punishment
(p. 401).
According to the quotation above, intrinsic motivation appears from one’s self without
any intervention from external factors. For example, a strong will of a person because
he or she wants to achieve a personal goal. On the other side, extrinsic motivation
appears from the influence of external factors. For example, the urge of a person to get
good grades in tests so that he or she is able to continue to higher classes.
4.

Hierarchy of Needs
Hierarchy of Needs is proposed by Abraham H. Maslow in his paper A Theory

of Human Motivation (1943). It states that if a person has fulfilled the basic needs, there
will appear the higher needs. Maslow divides these needs into five parts and it is
illustrated by the shape of pyramid. Physiological lies in the bottom of the pyramid,
safety is right above the physiological segment, the next are love/belonging, esteem,
and on the tip of the pyramid lays self-actualization. (1987, p. 35)
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i. Physiological
Maslow (1987) stated that physiological need is the most basic need. It is
written in McClelland’s book that it includes the need for food, water, and sex. This
need have the intention to ensure survival of the race. (p. 41)
ii. Safety
After people have fulfilled their physiological needs, the next concern for them
is the need for safety. Safety here means getting rid of everything which is able to drag
them into danger. For example, in ancient times, people lived in caves in order to
protect them from the threats outside such as wild animals, cold wind, storm and so on.
iii. Love/belonging
After the previous need has been satisfied, people are now able to build tender
relationships with the others.
iv. Esteem Need
Self-esteem will grow as long as the need of love/belonging is satisfied. If the
relationships are working properly, the person will achieve confidence which leads to
self-esteem.
v. Self-Actualization
People who have fulfilled those previous needs will try to be better every time.
They demand the maximum capability of their potential self so that they feel
confidence of being themselves.
The Hierarchy of Needs by Abraham H. Maslow is suitable for this study since
it is able to be used to analyze Ralph’s true motivation for obtaining a medal. The writer
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analyzes what needs Ralph are trying to fulfill by achieving a medal in the movie,
whether it is physiological, safety, love/belonging, esteem, or self-actualization need.

C. Theoretical Framework
There are five theories applied in this present research: Murphy’s theory of
character and characterization; Boggs and Petrie’s theory of character and
characterization; Arp and Johnson’s theory of conflict; Karen Huffman, J. Vorney, and
K. Vorney’s theory of motivation, Abraham H. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. Theory
of character and characterization together with theory of conflict are used to find the
answer to the problem about the character’s description. In this case, this theory is used
to describe Ralph’s characteristics and conflicts in the movie Wreck-It Ralph. There
are two theories used to know how Ralph is described in the movie since the research
uses the movie script and the movie file format. The theory of character and
characterization is used to analyze Ralph from the script while movie theory is used to
analyze Ralph from the screenplay. The movie theory is able to reveal Ralph’s mind
feelings and behavior through a visualization of the movie.
The second problem is answered by associating Ralph’s characteristics and
conflicts with the theory of motivation. Brainstorming is an obligatory in this phase of
the study to find the way how Ralph’s conflicts create his motivation to obtain a medal.
The third problem is answered by using Abraham H. Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs in order to reveal the needs Ralph tries to fulfill. The motivation for obtaining a
medal happens when Ralph is fulfilling the things called “needs”.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

A. Object of the Study
The object of this research is a movie entitled Wreck-It Ralph. Wreck-It Ralph
is a 3D computer-animated movie directed by Rich Moore with the duration of 148
minutes. Wreck-It Ralph was produced on October 29, 2012 by Walt Disney
Animation Studio and released by Walt Disney Pictures. The movie script of Wreck-It
Ralph by Jennifer Lee has the total of 114 pages which is also used for the analysis.
The story is about Ralph who desperately struggles to get a good reputation in
his friends’ eyes even though he is a villain in the arcade video game they live in.
Ralph’s journey starts when he realizes that he deserves better life than he has now. He
realizes that the Nicelanders, the people of the arcade game, hate him because of his
role as a villain. A medal is the solution given by a Nicelander named Gene for Ralph
to get a better treatment. Gene dares Ralph to get a medal because in this arcade video
game world, it is impossible for a villain to get a medal since it is meant for the hero
only, not the villain. This condition pushes Ralph to do a dangerous thing; he jumps
into another arcade game just to obtain a medal.
Wreck-It Ralph is chosen as the object of this research because of its critical and
commercial success. In 2013, it won the 40th Annual Annie Award for Best Animated
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Feature, as well as received nominations for the 70th Golden Globe Award and 85th
Academy Award for Best Animated Feature (Roger, 2018).
B. Approach of the Study
This research deals with motivation which leads the researcher to use
psychological approach. Psychological approach is the most suitable to draw the
conclusion of this study. With this approach, the researcher is able to understand the
mind, feelings, and behaviors of Ralph for obtaining a medal so that the motivation can
be revealed.
Psychological approach, according to Rohrberger and Woods (1971), is “a form
of literary criticism which involves the attempt to locate and demonstrate certain
recurrent pattern” (p. 13). The pattern here refers to behaviors, perspectives, and
emotions which are the signs that lead to psychological aspect as well as motivation.
In this research, the pattern is shown by the characterization and conflicts of Ralph
which is seen from his behaviors, perspectives, and emotions. Ralph’s characterization
and conflicts trigger his actions in order to reach his goal; in other words, he is having
a motivation.
Based on this definition, it seems that this approach is suitable to the current
research. The behaviors and the personality of Ralph as the main character can be
revealed using this approach.
C. Method of the Study
Library research method was used in this research. The primary data of this
research was the 2012 film of Wreck-It Ralph which was directed by Rich Moore and
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its movie script which was written by Jennifer Lee. The secondary data sources of this
research were books, journals, and articles related to character and characterization
theory, conflict theory, and motivation theory. Some essential books used in this
research were Wreck-It Ralph movie script by Jennifer Lee, Perrine's Literature:
Structure, Sound, & Sense, Tenth Edition by Thomas Arp and Greg Johnson, An
Introduction to Fiction 10th Edition by Kennedy and Gioia, and Motivation and
Personality by Abraham H. Maslow.
Several steps were done in the research. The first step was to watch and
understand Wreck-It Ralph movie and its script in order to decide the topic. After the
topic was found, the researcher did a library research. It was done both by reading
books and browsing on the internet. It was impossible by the researcher to do only
library research since the object of the study is a movie; there were not many books
analyzing the movie. The next step was to formulate the research problems which were
going to be analyzed. Choosing an appropriate approach was an important step since it
was the base of the analysis. After deciding the approach, the analysis finally could be
done. In this part of the research, the problem formulation was discussed profoundly.
The last part of the research was to conclude the analysis by summarizing all of
the explanation in the research. This part indicated the final result of the research, a
goal which the researcher searched for.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS

Wreck-It Ralph is a 3D animation movie directed by Rich Moore and released
by Walt Disney Pictures in 2012. It tells the story of Ralph, an antagonist of an arcade
video game called Fix-It Felix in a game center called Litwak’s Family Fun Center,
who is ostracized by the Nicelanders (a.k.a the people of Fix-It Felix arcade game)
because of his role as a villain. Ralph struggles to change the label because he feels that
deep inside his heart, he is not a villain despite his designated job. The only solution to
overcome this problem is by obtaining a medal since medal is the symbol of goodness.
This description of the movie presents the strong motivation of Ralph to obtain a medal
in the movie.
This chapter of the research consists of three parts in accordance with the
problem formulation. The first part is the description of Ralph which portrays his
characterization such as his physical appearance, and the conflicts experienced by
Ralph. The second part shows the explanation of how Ralph’s conflicts lead him to
have the motivation to obtain a medal. This part describes the relation between his
conflicts and the emergence of the motivation. The last part contains the description of
needs which Ralph tries to fulfill according to Abraham H. Maslow’s theory of needs.
This part discovers the true reasons why Ralph has such a strong motivation to obtain
a single piece of medal, whether it is because of his physiological needs, safety needs,
belonging needs, esteem needs, or the self-actualization needs.
22
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A. Characterization and Conflicts of Ralph
This part of the research is presented in two sections of analysis. The first
section is the revelation of Ralph’s characterization by using Murphy’s, Boggs &
Petrie’s theory to describe Ralph from the movie script and Barsam theory of movie to
understand Ralph as a character in the screenplay. The second section is the revelation
of Ralph’s conflicts. The conflicts experienced by Ralph are analyzed by using Arp’s
theory which mentions internal and external conflict.
1. Ralph’s Characterization
Murphy divides the characterization into several categories as Boggs and
Petrie do. Despite this fact, the researcher does not apply all of the categories to
conduct the analysis since several categories are not that significant to the research.
The researcher only uses personal description, speech, and reaction of other characters
from Murphy’s categories along with characterization by appearance, characterization
by contrast, and characterization through choice of name by Boggs and Petrie.
Furthermore, the movie theory by Barsam is used as well to analyze Ralph in the
screenplay. The technique called mise-en-scene is able to describe the characterization
of Ralph. After conducting the analysis, seen from the appearance, Ralph is strong
physically and seen from the personality, he is humble, generous, and loyal.
a. Strong
Ralph is designated as the villain of Fix-It Felix arcade game, who has a rival
named Felix. Ralph has a main goal in the game; he has the job to destroy a building
which is the place where the Nicelanders live. Opposite to Ralph’s job, Felix has the
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duty to fix the building with his magical hammer before Ralph can finally deal a great
damage. The characterization of Ralph is described through his own monologue where
he explains about himself and his rival directly as seen in the first page of the movie
script.
RALPH (V.O.)
My name’s Ralph, and I’m a Bad Guy.
I’m 9 feet tall. I weigh 643
pounds. Got a little bit of a
temper on me. You know, my passions
bubble very near the surface, not
gonna lie
(Lee, 2012, p. 1).
Ralph describes that he is the bad guy and mentions that his body is incredibly giant
which indicates his strength. A person with 9 feet in height and 643 pounds in weight
is obviously has a power stronger than an ordinary person. After he finishes, he then
describes Felix as the one who is inversely proportional to him. As seen from page 2
of the movie script, Ralph mentions that Felix is both the good guy and the protagonist
of the arcade game who has a magical hammer which is able to fix the damages Ralph
has made.
RALPH (V.O.) (CONT’D)
So yeah, naturally the guy with the name Fix-it Felix is the good guy. He’s nice
enough as good guys go. Definitely fixes stuff really well. But if you’ve got a
magic hammer from your father, how hard can it be...?
RALPH
I guarantee you if he had a standard issue hammer like the kind you’d get at the
hardware store-- he would not be able to fix the things I wreck as quickly
(Lee, 2012, p. 2).
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This part of monologue shows that Ralph strongly points on the magical hammer. It
portrays the condition of Felix who is not able to offset Ralph’s power without the
assistance of the hammer.
The visualization of these characters also shows the characterization. It can be
seen from the figures below.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 1 shows the physical appearance of Ralph in minute 01:16. It can be clearly
seen that he has giant body and arms which are able to wreck and destroy stuffs. This
kind of physical appearance tends to lead the audience’s assumption that Ralph has
an incredible strength which may be more than the strength of any human. The way
the movie portrays Ralph with barefoot also refers to his strength; strong people do
not need any kind of safety equipment to protect their bodies. A total opposite of Ralph
can be seen through the visualization of Felix in figure 2. It is taken from minute
01:29. It can be seen that Felix has a way much smaller body than Ralph’s, and he
needs equipment such as shoes and a magical hammer to do his job in
counterbalancing Ralph. According to Boggs and Petrie’s theory, this contrast
between Ralph’s and Felix’s physical appearance is intended to emphasize the
strength of Ralph.
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As seen from the cinematography technique, figure 1 stresses Ralph’s strength
by the existence of the bubble chat which is written in capitals, “I’M GONNA
WRECK IT”. The opposite, figure 2 stresses the magical hammer by using Felix’s
body language; Felix seems to lift the hammer to the highest point he can do. This
cinematography technique tends to show a contrast to emphasize that Ralph is strong
because without the existence of the hammer, Felix is not a really significant character.
b. Humble
Humble is one of Ralph’s characteristics that is quite noticeable. The movie
creates an impressive plot by placing Ralph as a villain who has a good heart. For
Ralph, being a villain in an arcade video game does not mean he has to be a bad guy
for it is just a job he is created for.
Ralph’s humility is seen from the way he copes with all the years he spent in
loneliness. He has been lonely for thirty years because of the doctrine of the
Nicelanders. He is labeled as a bad guy because of his job and it leads to his exile from
the society of his own arcade game. The proof of Ralph’s humility can be seen from
the way he loves his house; the dump. It is a place where the debris of bricks is
gathered.
RALPH (V.O.)
I guess I can’t bellyache too much; I got my bricks. I got my stump.
He pummels the bricks into dust and pulls a pile of bricks over him like a
blanket. He stares longingly at the building.
RALPH (V.O.)
It looks uncomfortable, but it’s actually fine. I’m good
(Lee, 2012, pp. 4-5).
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The quotation shows how Ralph tries to understand his place in the society even
though he is in a terrible condition. The place he describes as home is the dump of the
arcade game where the bricks wreckage is gathered with only a stump being his pillow
when he is going to doze off. It is amazingly unbelievable that he has been living this
poor life for about thirty years. He even tries to convince the audience through his
monologue that he is all good with that condition by saying “It looks uncomfortable,
but it’s actually fine.” According to Murphy’s theory, this characteristic is revealed
through the speech of Ralph which indirectly tells that he is a humble person.
Other proof that Ralph is a humble person is found when he tries to reject to
help a girl, named Vanellope from another arcade game called Sugar Rush, to build a
cart because he understands that he is supposed to wreck things instead of build things.
In this part of the movie, Ralph’s humility is indicated when he convinces Vanellope
that he is not good at creating something.
VANELLOPE
We gotta make one.
RALPH
What? No, no no. Look, kid, bad idea, trust me. I don’t make things, I break
things.
VANELLOPE
Looks like you’ll be stepping outside your comfort zone then, Gladys.
(seeing a kart she likes)
Ooh, this is a good one
(Lee, 2012, p. 62).
The characteristic of Ralph is revealed by his own speech and the reaction of
Vanellope as another character based on this dialogue quotation. Ralph speech
indicates humility because by saying it, Ralph knows his capability as a person. He
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knows that he will produce a horrible thing if he helps Vanellope build a cart.
However, the reaction of Vanellope to force Ralph to help her denotes her trust on
Ralph that he can do more than what he thinks.
Ralph’s humility can also be seen from minute 51:08 to 51:31 in the screenplay
when the cart is finished.

Figure 3
Figure 3 shows Ralph covering his face with his hand. This gesture indicates
a feeling of guilt and disappointment. This gesture is shown by Ralph when he sees
the cart he has made appears out of the garage. He thinks that it is an ugly car that
would make Vanellope sad. It turns out that Vanellope loves it very much as shown
when she kisses the rear tire of the cart. This situation proves that Ralph is humble
since he regards his creation as a horrible thing even though it is not. According to the
cinematography, it can be seen in figure 3 that Ralph stands in the low light as he
covers his face. The low intensity of light intends to support his feeling of guilt.
c. Generous
The next noticeable characteristic of Ralph is his generosity. Despite his role
as a villain in his arcade video game, it turns out that he is a generous person. Ralph’s
generosity can be seen in the scene when he goes back from Pacman arcade game with
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a pair of cherry. Ralph feels sorry and lends a cherry for Q*Bert when he notices that
Q*Bert is begging for some help since the arcade game where he works in is out of
order.
Ralph comes upon a group of homeless characters, Q*Bert amongst them, who
hold a sign: “Out of Order. Please Help!”
Ralph hands Q*Bert a cherry.
RALPH
Here you go buddy. It’s fresh. Straight from Pac-Man’s. Hang in there guys
(Lee, 2012, p. 10).
The dialogue from the movie script shows how Ralph understands how to act when a
person is in problem and it proves that Ralph is not that bad as a person who has a job
as a villain. The proof can also be seen from the figure below.

Figure 4
Seen from the cinematography, the camera seems to zoom into Ralph’s face. Ralph’s
feeling can be revealed by analyzing his facial expression in figure 4. He puts a frown
with a tiny lift on the base of both of his eyebrows. This facial expression shows the
feeling of compassion. Furthermore, the cherries are included to the zooming section
with Ralph’s eyes looking at them. This technique intends to show the audience that
these cherries are the only things Ralph owns. However, Ralph still gives the cherry
to Q*Bert.
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Another proof that Ralph is a generous person is shown in the scene where
Vanellope offers a deal to Ralph after she takes his medal he gets from Hero’s Duty
by fighting dangerous cy-bugs. The offer is about a deal for Ralph to help Vanellope
win a race if he wants to get his medal back. Ralph needs a big effort to get that medal,
but still, he accepts Vanellope’s offer after she steals his valuable thing although it is
a disadvantage for him. This scene is shown in minute 44:30 to 44:46 in the screenplay
and on page fifty five of the movie script.
VANELLOPE
Look, you want that medal, right? And I want to race. So, here’s what I’m
thinking; you help me get a new kart, a real kart, and I’ll win the race and get
you back your medal.
RALPH
You want me to help you?
VANELLOPE
All you got to do is break something for me. Come on, what do you say, friend?
She holds out a hand. He doesn’t take it right away.
RALPH
We are not friends.
VANELLOPE
Ah come on, pal. You son of a gun. Come on buddy, let’s shake on it.
Come on chumbo. Ralph, my man. My main man. Hey, my arm’s getting tired.
We have a deal or not?
RALPH
You better win.
He takes her little hand, and they shake on it.
(Lee, 2012, p. 55)
It can be seen from the dialogue that Ralph rejects to shake hand at first, but after
several persuasions, he cannot resist taking the deal and forgetting what Vanellope
has done to him. The time he spends ignoring Vanellope’s hand is the time he tries to
consider to help her or not. He finally chooses to accept the deal because he
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understands that Vanellope needs him to overcome her problem and it represents
Ralph’s generosity.
d. Loyal
Ralph might experience a wretched life with the Nicelanders but still he has a
heart of a loyal person. There are two proofs from the movie which indicate Ralph’s
loyalty. The first is his sacrifice to save Vanellope as a friend and the second is his
loyalty to his own arcade game.
The first proof begins when the candy land in Sugar Rush arcade game which
happens to be Vanellope’s home is destroyed by hundreds of cy-bugs he brings from
Hero’s Duty. The cy-bugs are able to eat literally anything including characters and
the only way to defeat them is by creating a bright light which attracts them to come.
The Diet-Cola Volcano in the candy land is the only thing able to emit this kind of
light and the only way to make it is by triggering the volcano eruption. Ralph tries to
break the volcano top by himself and risks his life just to save Vanellope. Ralph’s
loyalty is shown on page 106 of the movie script when he is caught by King Candy
(a.k.a Turbo) who transforms into a cy-bug.
KC TURBO BUG
Look at that. Your little friend is doomed. Let’s watch her die together, shall
we?
RALPH
No!
Turbo flips Ralph around and catches him by his collar.
KC TURBO BUG
Guess, it’s game over for both of you.
Ralph looks down at Vanellope, then looks to his goal, the volcano now so
very far below him.
RALPH
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(determined)
No. Just for me.
Ralph breaks free from Turbo’s grasp
(Lee, 2012, p. 106).
His gesture in staring to Vanellope before he breaks free from Turbo’s grasp indicates
a loyalty. He is determined to do the dangerous action after he sees that Vanellope is
in a big trouble. There is possibility for Ralph to get rid of this Sugar Rush problem
but he chooses to sacrifice himself.
Another proof is also shown by the figures below taken from minute 01:24:30
to 01:24:44 in the screenplay.

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 5 shows the medal given by Vanellope. It is Vanellope’s handmade medal
given to Ralph for his assistance to bring Vanellope into the race. The cinematography
technique indicates Ralph’s loyalty by zooming in to Ralph’s grasp. This technique
reveals the function of the medal; to strengthen Ralph when doing his dangerous
action. Figure 6 shows the scene when Ralph breaks free from Turbo’s grasp and falls
down right into the volcano top. Ralph’s facial expression describes his fear of losing
his life but the gesture of holding the medal into the chest is a sign of his determined
action; it is a sign that he does the dangerous action for the sake of Vanellope’s safety.
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Ralph’s loyalty is also shown by the reaction of Vanellope when she knows
that he is about to risk his life. She spontaneously runs towards Ralph to save him
with her glitch power; she can travel a distance in an instant. This scene is shown on
the page 106 of the movie script.
BACK ON THE RAINBOW:
Vanellope sees Ralph falling from such a great height.
VANELLOPE
Ralph!
A bug closes in on her. She glitches and lands on top of the
cy-bug. Glitches again and lands on top of another one,
heading towards the mountain.
(Lee, 2012, p. 106)
According to Murphy’s theory of characterization, Vanellope’s reaction indicates
Ralph’s characterization. This reaction appears because of Ralph’s loyalty to
Vanellope as a friend where he wants to save her by sacrificing his life. Therefore,
based on Murphy’s theory and the cinematography, it can be said that Ralph is a loyal
person.
Ralph’s loyalty is also shown when Ralph rejects Vanellope’s offer to let him
live with her in Sugar Rush. It turns out that in the story of Sugar Rush, Vanellope is
the real icon of the game. She should have been the princess of the candy land the
whole time if Turbo (a.k.a King Candy) had not hacked the system and exchanged the
code. The moment Vanellope passes the finish line and wins the race, the code
eventually gets fixed and goes back to normal. This situation brings Vanellope into
her throne so that she has the power to control all over the candy land. Vanellope
knows that Ralph is the one who brings her back into her reign. She then offers him a
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better life with her by leaving Fix-It Felix arcade game which has ruined his life. This
is such an opportunity for Ralph but he rejects it straightly. This scene is found on
page 110 of the movie script and in minute 01:30:00 of the screenplay.
Ralph turns to Vanellope. She runs into his arms.
VANELLOPE
You know, you could just stay her and live in the castle. You’d have your own
wing where no one would ever complain about your stench, or treat you bad
ever again. You could be happy.
RALPH
I’m already happy. I’ve got the coolest friend in the world....
(off her smile)
And besides, I’ve got a job to do, too. It may not be as fancy as being president,
but it’s my duty. And it’s a big duty
(Lee, 2012, p. 110).
Vanellope’s dialogue shows the advantages to Ralph of living with her. She mentions
about the bad treatment he has experienced and she offers to erase it if he accepts to
live in the candy castle. Ralph’s reaction clearly determines his loyalty because he
chooses to stick to his destined life even though it is not as good as a life with
Vanellope.

Figure 7
As seen in figure 7, Ralph expresses a determined face by furrowing his eyebrows and
lips glued together when he speaks about his duty he cannot leave. This expression is
a sign of seriousness. Moreover, the way the camera moves closer to Ralph supports
it. Thus, it is officially approved that Ralph is a loyal person.
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2. Ralph’s Conflicts
Theory of conflict includes two kind of conflicts; internal and external. The
internal conflict theory is used to analyze Ralph’s problems inside his own mind while
external conflict theory is used to analyze Ralph’s problems with the society; in this
case of the study, it is the problem between Ralph and the Nicelanders. Following the
analysis, it is found that internally, Ralph experiences a clash between his ways of
thinking about being a villain because of his destiny and his ways of thinking about
being a good guy. Meanwhile, externally, he has to fight the Nicelanders’ doctrine
towards villains in their world of arcade video game. To make it simple, this kind of
conflict is named “the label” since the Nicelanders give them the label of “bad guys”.
Psychological perspective about conflict is also used in order to classify the
conflicts experienced by Ralph. The analysis finds that Ralph internal conflict is
included as Double Approach-Avoidance Conflict while his external conflict included
as Approach-Avoidance Conflict.
a. Ralph’s Internal Conflict: Ralph’s Destiny
Wreck-It Ralph is a movie about the world of arcade games in which all of the
characters have consciousness as if they are humans. This world is a combination of
many arcade games which is located in Litwak’s Family Fun Center. The characters
of each arcade game are able to travel into other arcade games through the electricity
current since the arcade game boxes are put together by the same electricity source.
In the case of this story, cables are the bridges between arcade games for the characters
to travel. As well as human, these characters also have the thing which they called
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‘civilization’; they have rules to keep the world running since each arcade game has
their own unique system. The rules are meant to prevent characters from jumping
freely into other games and to keep the characters doing their duty when Litwak’s
Family Fun Center is in opening time. It is such an important rule since if a character
leaves the duty, Litwak will regard the arcade game as a broken stuff and plug it off
from the electricity source either to be fixed or worse, to be dumped.
There is a significant system in this world of arcade game that needs to be
understood to conduct this study. It is the system of good and bad guys; most of the
arcade games always have good guys as the protagonists and bad guys as the
antagonists. The protagonists are the only characters who are able to get the medals
of achievement and on the other hand, the antagonists do not get any appreciation.
This system leads to the emergence of a doctrine; the protagonists are good guys while
the antagonists are bad guys. This doctrine leads the society to label Ralph as a bad
guy, and it influences his life. Ralph’s destiny as an antagonist in Fix-It Felix arcade
game really brings misery upon him. Deep inside his heart, Ralph is truly a good guy
who always feels wrong with his fate. This is a kind of conflict which happens to
Ralph and it is can be categorized into an internal conflict since other antagonists of
other arcade games enjoy being antagonists. It is proven on page 7 of the movie script
when a group of villains from the association of bad guys proudly say their motto.
ALL BAD GUYS
I’m bad. And that’s good. I will never be good. And that’s not bad. There’s no
one I’d rather be than me.
Ralph doesn’t say the Affirmation.
(Lee, 2012, p. 7).
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Ralph does not follow other characters in saying the affirmation because he seems to
not agree with the motto. This action clearly indicates Ralph’s conflict with his own
mind. On one side, Ralph understands that he should be a bad guy because of his
destiny. On the other side, he feels that he is a good guy. According to the theory of
conflict, Ralph experiences an internal conflict since it is a clash between his idea as
a villain and his idea of being a good person.
According to psychology, this internal conflict experienced by Ralph is
included as Double Approach-Avoidance Conflict as it can be seen that Ralph must
make a decision between two options with neither completely positive nor completely
negative qualities. If Ralph chooses to be a bad guy, the arcade game he lives on would
not die but with the consequence of him living forever in loneliness. If Ralph chooses
to be a good guy, people would start to make friends with him but the arcade game he
lives on would be plugged off and stop working.

b. Ralph’s External Conflict: The Label
The label of ‘bad guy’ given to Ralph is a kind of external conflict experienced
by Ralph since it is a clash between him and the society around him. The Nicelanders
regard Ralph as a true bad guy despite the fact that it is just his role in the arcade game.
The Nicelanders do not seem to understand the system of “role” so that if characters
are destined as bad guys, they treat them as bad guys. Opposite to the Nicelanders,
Ralph seems to understand this kind of system. He understands that being an
antagonist in an arcade game does not mean one needs to be a true bad guy in everyday
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life. Furthermore, Ralph understands that he has the same level of importance as Felix,
the protagonist of the arcade game, since the plot of any arcade game will not work
properly if there is only protagonist. This conflict is shown on page 16 of the movie
script when Ralph has a debate about the anniversary cake design with Gene who is
one of the Nicelanders. The anniversary cake has Felix and all of the Nicelanders
miniatures at the top of building while Ralph miniature at the bottom right on top of
mud puddle made of chocolate.
GENE
No, no, no. You see, Ralph, there’s no room for you up here.
Gene knocks Little Ralph back into the mud.
RALPH
Well, what about this? We can make room. We can take turns. Easy.
Ralph puts Little Ralph back on top of the cake and slams Little Felix into the
mud instead. The Nicelanders GASP.
FELIX
How about we just eat the cake!
GENE
Hang on. Felix needs to be on the roof, because he’s about to get his medal.
RALPH
Well, then how about we just take that medal and give it to Ralph for once.
Would that be the end of the world, Gene?
Ralph rips the medal off, breaking the delicate fireworks, and puts it on little
Ralph.
GENE
Now you’re just being ridiculous; only good guys win medals, and you sir are
no good guy
(Lee, 2012, p. 16).
Based on the quotation above, Ralph requests for the Nicelanders to change the design
of the anniversary cake with Ralph also on the top of the building as well as Felix.
This action represents Ralph’s wish to be treated as well as Felix. Instead of giving a
good reaction, Gene mention his opinion which represents the belief of the
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Nicelanders that medals can only be acquired by good guys and plus, he labels Ralph
as a bad guy with his saying. According to Arp, this is a kind of external conflict since
this dialogue portrays a clash between Ralph and the Nicelanders which then triggers
Ralph’s motivation for obtaining a medal.
According to psychology, this external conflict experienced by Ralph is
included as Approach-Avoidance Conflict. If Ralph stands on the way of how he
thinks about himself (a good guy although he was born as a villain), the label of bag
guy would collapse but the arcade game world would not work properly because of
the absence of bad guys who have the role as villains.
B. Ralph’s Motivation As a Result of His Conflicts
It has been discovered in the previous part of the study that Ralph has the
characteristics as a strong, humble, generous and loyal person even though he has the
destiny as a villain. Furthermore, the previous analysis discovers that Ralph
experiences two kinds of conflicts; internal and external conflict. The internal conflict
he faces is the clash between his idea of being a villain and his idea of being a good
guy, while the external conflict is the clash between him and the Nicelanders who gives
him the label as a true bad guy. In this part of the study, the researcher analyzes the
motivation of Ralph to obtain a medal according to his characterization from the
previous analysis in order to answer the second problem that has been stated; “How do
Ralph’s conflicts create his motivation to obtain a medal?” Since Ralph experiences
two kinds of conflict, this part of analysis is divided into two sections; Ralph’s intrinsic
motivation and Ralph’s extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation describes Ralph’s
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personal goal to obtain a medal while extrinsic motivation describes Ralph’s goal in
order to fulfill what the society demands.
1. Ralph’s Intrinsic Motivation
Ralph is programmed as the antagonist of Fix-It Felix arcade game, and he has
been doing his duty for thirty years. According to the previous analysis, deep inside his
heart he is not a bad guy and it always bothers his mind that he was born as a bad guy.
Ralph’s grief is shown on page seven of the movie script when he shares what he feels
about his life to a group of villains.
RALPH
Got it. But here’s the thing...
(exhales, then)
I don’t want to be the bad guy anymore.
GASPS. Bowser spits out his coffee and thus fire
(Lee, 2012, p. 7).
By exhaling before saying the main part of the words, Ralph seems to understand that
his thought is absolutely wrong and contrary to his destiny. However, he says it to
release his burden. From this dialogue, it can be concluded that Ralph’s real reason
behind his desire to obtain a medal is self-discovery. Another proof of his selfdiscovery motivation is shown when he gets a handmade medal from Vanellope.

Figure 8
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Figure 8 is taken from minute 01:06:41 of the screenplay when Ralph reads the writing
on the handmade medal. It is written “You Are My Hero”. Ralph used to chase a medal
since a medal is a sign of good guy. However, now the medal he is searching for is
replaced with the medal given by Vanellope. Ralph is speechless and his facial
expression shows a feeling of satisfaction since his goal to be a good guy is completed.
Based on Ralph’s reaction when he receives the handmade medal, it can be concluded
that Ralph has finally discovered that he is truly a good guy.
According to the analysis, Ralph’s internal conflict creates his motivation to
obtain a medal by giving him the urge to discover his true self. By obtaining a medal,
he discovers that he is a true good guy since a medal is a symbol for a hero, and a hero
is always a good guy.

2. Ralph’s Extrinsic Motivation
This world of arcade games is such a cruel world for Ralph. The system of
protagonist and antagonist really messes his life. His destiny as an antagonist gives him
a dilemma; if he keeps on doing what he is destined for, he will be lonely for an
unspecified time but if he stops being a bad guy, the arcade game where he lives will
be plugged of from the electricity source and out of order. This dilemma shows how
Ralph cravies for a life inside the penthouse with the Nicelanders. It is shown on page
five of the movie script when Ralph recalls about his vision in Fix-It Felix arcade game.
RALPH’S POV:
Through the penthouse windows, he can see Felix being ushered over by the
Nicelanders to a dinner table full of delicious, warm entrées (Lee, 2012, p. 5).
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The way the movie displays the scene describes how Ralph desperately wants a life
like Felix has; being ushered over warmly, being served with a table full of delicious
food. It is also shown on page seven of the movie script when other antagonists
disprove his idea of becoming a good guy.
CY-BORG
You can’t mess with the program, Ralph.
M. BISON
(miming “crazy”)
You’re not going Turbo, are you?
RALPH
Turbo? No, I’m not going Turbo. Come on guys. Is it Turbo to want a friend,
or a medal, or a piece of pie every once in a while? Is it turbo to want more out
of life?
ZOMBIE
Yeeeeesssss.
CLYDE
Ralph, Ralph, we get it. But we can’t change who we are, and the sooner you
accept that the better off your game and your life will be
(Lee, 2012, p. 7).
There is a phrase in this arcade game world called “going Turbo” which means
someone (as a character of an arcade game) jumps into another arcade game for certain
purposes, and it absolutely violates the rule of this world of arcade game. The quotation
shows that other antagonists are surprised and even disapproving when Ralph claims
he no longer wants to be the bad guy of Fix-It Felix arcade game. Ralph’s reaction
portrays the real motivation for obtaining a medal; the desire of having a friend and a
better social life inside his arcade game, or more specific, he wants to get rid of his
loneliness.
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Besides getting rid of loneliness, Ralph’s extrinsic motivation for obtaining a
medal is to tear down the doctrine which gives him the label of “bad guy”. At the
beginning, it is the solitude which drives Ralph to get a medal, but now, Gene’s words
also seem to push him to get a medal. This motivation is shown when Ralph has a tense
debate with Gene inside the penthouse as seen on page 16 and 17 of the movie script.
GENE (CONT’D)
...because you’re just the bad guy who wrecks the building.
RALPH
No, I’m not.
Gene slams Little Ralph back in the mud upside down.
GENE
Yes, you are.
RALPH
No, I’m NOT!
Ralph slams his fist down right on the cake. SMASH! Chunks of cake and
frosting cover the Nicelanders. Pac-Man stops eating. His mouth falls open in
shock.
GENE
Yes, you are.
RALPH
All right, Gene, you know what? I’m gonna win a medal. Oh I am gonna win a
medal! The shiniest medal this place has ever seen. A medal so good that it will
make Felix’s medals wet their pants! And good night. Thank you for the party
(Lee, 2012, pp. 16-17).
The doctrine here is seen from Gene’s dialogue when he says that Ralph is just the bad
guy who wrecks the building. By saying it, Gene seems to forget that Ralph is
programmed to wreck things instead of doing it with his own will. The dialogue shows
that Gene does not understand the system of this arcade game world so that he labels
Ralph as a true bad guy. Ralph’s reaction is the thing that supports his motivation to
tear down the doctrine; he gets madder and madder when Gene claims Ralph can only
wreck the building.
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According to the analysis, Ralph external conflict creates his motivation to
obtain a medal by giving him the urge to get rid of his loneliness and to tear down the
doctrine towards the antagonists in arcade games. By obtaining a medal, Ralph can
finally live in the penthouse with all of the Nicelanders and he can finally refute that
bad guys in arcade games are not always “bad”.
As seen from the theory of motivation by Huffman, K. Vorney and J. Vorney,
it can be concluded from the analysis that Ralph’s conflicts create his motivation for
obtaining a medal. The internal conflict creates his intrinsic motivation that is selfdiscovery and his external conflict creates his extrinsic motivations which are to get rid
of loneliness and to tear down “the doctrine” among the Nicelanders.

C. Ralph’s Motivation According to Hierarchy of Needs
As can be seen from the previous analysis, self-discovery, getting rid of
loneliness, and tearing down the doctrine are the things which trigger Ralph’s
motivation for obtaining a medal. In psychology, these things triggering Ralph’s
motivation are the attempts to fulfill His needs. According to Abraham H. Maslow, the
motivation of a person is controlled by the basic needs. He divides the basic needs into
five categories: physiological needs, safety need, love/belonging needs, esteem needs,
and self-actualization needs.
1. Ralph’s Physiological Needs
As described in the object of the study, it is known that Wreck-It Ralph is a
movie about a world of arcade games; the characters are only figures of arcade video
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games which mean they are unlikely a hundred percent similar to human in real life.
The movie may portray them as human being; however, they are still “non-organic”
characters. According to this fact, the whole characters in the arcade game world
including Ralph do not have the obligation to fulfill physiological needs.
There are scenes where the characters of this arcade game consume food
although it seems to be unnecessary for them to do so. These scenes have the intention
of emphasizing something significant to the story instead of show the need of the
characters to satisfy their hunger. For example, the scene when Ralph steals a pair of
cherry from Pacman arcade game. Fix-It Felix arcade game does not provide him any
food for thirty years because he lives in the dump which explains that Ralph does not
need to eat to live. Instead, this scene is to support the description of Ralph’s
“goodness” by giving one cherry to Q*Bert. According to this analysis, Ralph does not
try to fulfill physiological needs since it is not necessary for the characters in this arcade
game world to fulfill physiological needs.
2. Ralph’s Safety Needs
In this case of the study, the safety need Ralph tries to fulfill is his emotional
safety. The way the Nicelanders treat him really breaks his emotional condition. For
thirty years straight, he has never been considered an important character in his own
arcade game despite the fact that he is the antagonist who has important role, unlike
the Nicelanders who are only side characters. By retrieving a medal, he can enjoy his
job as an antagonistwithout a burden inside his heart. The proof can be seen on page
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39 of the movie script when Ralph begs Vanellope to give his medal from Hero’s Duty
back.
RALPH
Look, wait. Let me talk to you for one second. Here’s the thing, I’m not from the candy
tree department.
VANELLOPE
Lying to a child. Shame on you, Ralph.
RALPH
But I wasn’t lying about the medal. That is my medal. That’s why I was climbing the
tree. It’s mine. It’s precious to me.
Vanellope polishes the medal, admiring it.
RALPH (CONT’D)
That thing’s my ticket to a better life.
(Lee, 2012, p. 39)
Ralph says that the medal is his ticket to “a better life” which refers to a life without
any mental damage. By bringing back the medal, he thinks that Gene and other
Nicelanders will finally respect him and treat him better than before. This action has
the purpose to save his emotional condition from collapsing. According to this analysis,
Ralph’s motivation for obtaining a medal is his attempt to fulfill his safety needs.
3. Ralph’s Love/Belonging Needs
In the movie, Ralph is described as the one who is excommunicated in Fix-It
Felix arcade game because of his role as the antagonist. The Nicelanders have never
invited Ralph to come into the penthouse even when it is the anniversary of the arcade
game. Some of the Nicelanders even get scared when they are in a close distance with
Ralph. They have never regarded Ralph as an important character of their arcade game.
The proof of Ralph being excommunicated can be seen from the figure below.
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Figure 9
Figure 9 is taken from minute 03:28 of the screenplay right after Ralph gets up from
the mud puddle after the game finishes. In order to get back to the dump, which happens
to be his house, Ralph needs to walk past the front yard of the penthouse since the dump
is located in the right to the penthouse, off the screen of the arcade game. Figure 9
shows the moment when The Nicelanders rush into the penthouse before he walks
closer to them. The scene clearly describes how Ralph’s lack of relationship; he is
totally “alone” inside the Fix-It Felix arcade game. Ralph’s action of jumping into other
arcade games is triggered by his urge to have relationships with the Nicelanders. It is
shown by the scene when Ralph has a tense debate with Gene.
RALPH
And then would you finally let me be on the top of the cake with you guys?
GENE
If you won a medal, we’d let you live up here in the penthouse....
(off Ralph’s look)
But it will never happen...
(Lee, 2012, p. 17).
Ralph may say that his request is just to put his miniature on the top of anniversary
cake with the other Nicelanders’ miniature; however, figuratively, his words represent
the wish for having better relationship with the people instead of that mere cake stuff.
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Ralph’s urge to have relationships is shown on page 89 when he goes back to the
penthouse to show his medal to Gene and the other Nicelanders.
GENE
It’s too late, Ralph. Litwak’s pulling our plug in the morning.
Gene motions towards the balcony. Ralph goes over and looks out. He sees the
Out-of-Order sign taped to the console.
GENE (CONT’D)
But, never let it be said I’m not a man of my word. The place is yours, Ralph.
Enjoy.
Gene tosses Ralph the keys to the Penthouse. Ralph catches them and looks at
them, upset, as Gene grabs his suitcase and heads for the door.
RALPH
Gene, wait. Listen, this is not what I wanted.
Gene stops and turns back.
GENE
So what did you want Ralph?
RALPH
I don’t know, I just.... I was just tired of living alone in the garbage.
GENE
Well now you can live alone in the penthouse.
Gene leaves
(Lee, 2012, pp. 89-90).
Gene finally allows Ralph to live inside the Penthouse just like what Ralph wishes.
Nevertheless, Ralph’s saying points out that it is not really the wish. He says that he is
just tired of living alone in the garbage. This scene clearly shows Ralph’s urge of
having relationship; the people are the significant thing for him, not the Penthouse. His
thirty years of loneliness leads Ralph to crave for affection. Based on the analysis,
according to Maslow’s theory, Ralph tries to obtain a medal in order to fulfill the
love/belonging needs since he feels the absence of relationship.
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4. Ralph’s Esteem Need
The esteem need includes the desire for reputation or in other words, respect
from other people. This kind of need leads a person to have the urge to get recognition,
attention and appreciation from the people around. Related to Ralph’s case, he struggles
to obtain a medal to fulfill this kind of need. Ralph has never been recognized as an
important character of Fix-It Felix arcade game, the Nicelanders have never given him
enough attention, and they have never given any appreciation to Ralph for his
dedication on his job. All that he wants from a medal is to change the point of view of
the Nicelanders toward him, to turn him into someone who is important for them, to
turn him into someone who needs to be appreciated. Ralph’s wish to be appreciated
can be seen in the scene when he switches the medal position from Felix’s miniature
into his.
RALPH
Well, then how about we just take that medal and give it to Ralph for once.
Would that be the end of the world, Gene?
Ralph rips the medal off, breaking the delicate fireworks, and puts it on little
Ralph
(Lee, 2012, p. 16).
The action of putting the medal into his own miniature figuratively explains that Ralph
wants to be appreciated like Felix. Ralph craves for an appreciation because he needs
to fulfill his esteem need; he needs to get recognition of his important role in the arcade
game.
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5. Ralph’s Self-Actualization
Ralph jumps into other arcade games to get a medal in order to show the
Nicelanders that he has the capability as a good guy. His dangerous action is pushed
by the urge of self-actualization. Ralph believes that he is not a bad guy at all and he
can do good things for others instead of just wrecking a building. It is shown in the
scene where Ralph disagrees with Gene’s statement that he is just a bad guy who
wrecks stuff.
GENE (CONT’D)
...because you’re just the bad guy who wrecks the building.
RALPH
No, I’m not (Lee, 2012, p. 17).
By disagreeing with Gene’s words, Ralph needs to actualize himself by obtaining a
medal so that the Nicelanders believe that he is not a “bad guy”. Ralph then goes to
Hero’s Duty arcade game and wins one. At the beginning, Ralph thinks that the only
way to actualize himself as a good guy is by owning a medal since generally, in this
kind of world, a medal is a symbol of a hero. Now, after a long journey with Vanellope,
he realizes that he does not need a medal to be a good guy.
RALPH (V.O.)
But by far the best part of my day is when I get thrown off the roof. Because
when the Nicelanders lift me up... I get a perfect view of Sugar Rush.
As they carry him to the edge of the roof, he looks out-RALPH’S POV:
Through the arcade, a kid is playing as Vanellope as she speeds through the
Sugar Rush race track.
RALPH (V.O.)
Vanellope is a natural. And the players, they all love her. Just like I knew they
would. She tries to get around two racers, and with a glitch and a flip, she takes
the lead as the race ends. She wins! She holds out a fist to the gamer. Words on
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the screen say, “TOP SHELF.” The player fist-bumps the screen. Vanellope
then looks over at Ralph and gives a little wave.
EXT. NICELAND APARTMENTS ROOFTOP:
Ralph beams with pride. He waves back.
RALPH (V.O.)
Turns out, I don’t need a medal to tell me I’m a good guy. ‘Cause if that little
kid likes me, how bad can I be?
(Lee, 2012, pp. 113-114).
The last part of the dialogue describes Ralph’s assumption towards a medal. The words
intend to say that Ralph believes that a medal is the only option he has to actualize
himself as a good guy, although eventually, it is not. He can finally actualize his
“goodness” by helping Vanellope to get her life back. Therefore, according to
Maslow’s theory, Ralph tries to fulfill his self-actualization needs when he conducts
the action of obtaining a medal.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

Wreck-It Ralph is a movie about a character named Ralph which has the role as
an antagonist in Fix-It Felix arcade game. Ralph tries to obtain a medal in order to fix
his broken life; a life with a lack of social relationship. The medal here is a symbol of
“good guy” which can only be acquired by the heroes of arcade games, not the villains.
In order to obtain a medal, Ralph needs to go “Turbo” which refers to the illegal action
of jumping into another arcade game. This study has the purpose to reveal that the
conflicts experienced by Ralph trigger the emergence of his motivation for obtaining a
medal. According to psychology, when this motivation appears, the character is
fulfilling the needs.
In the first part of the analysis the researcher discusses Ralph’s characterization
and the conflicts experienced by Ralph. The analysis shows that Ralph has the
characteristics as a strong, humble, generous, and loyal person even though he has the
destiny as a villain. Ralph has a height of 9 feet and weight of 643 pounds, a giant body
with two unordinary big arms. This body appearance has the intention to support his
duty as a villain who has a job to wreck a building. Aside from this “strong”
characteristic, other characteristics seem to contradict to his destiny as a villain. Ralph
becomes a bad guy only when he is doing his duty, outside of it, he is truly a good guy.
The researcher also discusses about the conflicts of Ralph. It is found that Ralph
experiences two kinds of conflicts; internal and external. The internal conflict is the
52
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clash between his ways of seeing himself with his destiny as an antagonist. Ralph sees
himself as a good guy while the system of the arcade game gives birth to Ralph as a
bad guy. The external conflict is the clash between him and the society, the
Nicelanders. Ralph has the idea that people who are born as the villains are not always
bad in personality since it is only a job they have to do. His idea contradicts the
Nicelanders’ idea that they think that villains are always bad.
With an eye to the second problem, the researcher then discusses the motivation
of Ralph for obtaining a medal as the result of his conflicts. The analysis finds that
there are two kinds of things that trigger his motivation for obtaining a medal; named
as intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. The intrinsic motivation is to discover his true
self. Ralph needs to know the truth about himself; whether he is he truly good as he
thinks he is or he is just as bad as his destiny as a villain. The extrinsic motivations are
to get rid of loneliness and to tear down the Nicelanders’ doctrine. If Ralph is able to
achieve a medal, he thinks that the Nicelanders will respect him and build a better
relationship with him. Furthermore, if he is able to achieve a medal, the doctrine
towards villains would be proven wrong and it may change the way the Nicelanders
see him. The Nicelanders would finally see him not as a “bad guy” but as “a good guy”
who only does his duty as a villain.
After discussing the answers to the first and the second problems, the researcher
then discusses the needs Ralph tries to fulfill according to Hierarchy of Needs by
Abraham H. Maslow. Ralph’s motivation for obtaining a medal is the attempt to fulfill
these needs; safety needs, love/belonging needs, esteem needs, and self-actualization
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needs. Discussing Ralph’s safety needs, he tries to fulfill this need to save his emotional
condition from collapsing because he has a lack of relationship. Discussing the
love/belonging needs, the motivation to get rid of loneliness is the attempt to achieve
affection from the Nicelanders. It is also the attempt to fulfill his esteem needs since if
he gets a good reputation among the Nicelanders, he will achieve self-esteem. The selfactualization needs can also be fulfilled by having the motivation to tear down the
doctrine. If Ralph is able to tear down the doctrine by obtaining a medal, he can finally
actualize himself as a true “good guy”.
Thus, the motivation of Ralph for obtaining a medal in the movie is the attempt
to fulfill his needs. According to Abraham H. Maslow, Ralph motivation is the attempt
to fulfill his safety, love/belonging, esteem, and self-actualization need. Ralph can
fulfill these needs by taking the action of obtaining a medal.
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